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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO NMR STUDIES OF·MUSCLE 
As stated by J, A. Jackson. an.d w. H. Langham (1) in their paper, 
there have been a number of applications of low field NMR to various 
theoretical and experimental interests, such as measurement.of th~ nu-
clear polarization of a gas (2), and there have been a number of appli-
cations of high-field NMR to biology (3). Apparently thQugh there has 
· been no application of low-field ~ to· biology, wit;h the exception of 
Jackson and Langham's work and the work.by T. Ligon (4), 
The initial work at Oklaho;;na State University in this research area 
was done by Tom Ligon •. Ligon m$de measurements on human.arms using the, 
earth's field free precession technique. The measurements made were for 
the deter.mination of. T2 and the field dependence. of T1 • It wa.~ hoped 
that·these expetiments would give an indication as to whether th~ models 
f h d 1 i l d by·· B H ki d W i or·t e T1 an T2 re axat on presente ri,.tton, op ns, an en-
berg (5) in their p,per, "Nuc;l.ear Magnetic.Resonance Studies of ·Living 
1T1 .is termed the "longitudinal relaxation time''. T1 .is prQpor..,. 
tional to the.reciprocal of the rate at whi~h the component of the mag-
netization parallel to the applied magnetic field approaches·its Curie 
value. T2 is te'X'med t;he "transverse relaxation time". T2 is propor ... 
tional to·the reciprocal'of the rate at which the component of the mag .... 
netization perpendicQlar t;o the applied field approaches its Curie value 
(which is Qrdinarily zero), 
l 
2 
Muscle,''were adequate for handling the human arm data. 
Bratton, Hopkins, and We:inberg proposed a model which described a 
limited amount of data obta:l,ned from t;he gastrocnemius muscle of the 
frog. The ideas which are incorporated in this model are the following: 
1) Water.exists·in.two states, the bound and the unbound. The· 
bound or sQlid-like water has a correlation time much longer t;han the 
Larmor period. Unbound or liquid-like water has a co~relation time much 
shorter than the Larmor period. The exchange rate between these two 
phases is hypothesized to occur at a faster rate than the relaxation 
rates for any given phase; thus, the model will only explain data which 
2 is exponential. 
2) T2 increases when the muscle is isometrically contracted. 
3) The increase of T2 plus other experimental data suggest that a 
fraction of the intracellular water molecules have a restricted rota-
tional freedom and that this fraction decreases when contraction occurs. 
4) Part of the bound water appears to.be freed reversibly during· 
the isometr:ic contraction and irreversibly in death. 
5) T2 has no dependence upon the f~eld in which it is me~sured. 
6) T1 .has a field dependence but there is no change in T1 seen due. 
to isometric contraction of.the muscle. 
2The term exponential data~ or an equivalent term, means that for 
the T2 measurements the signal amplitude is e;ponentially dependent upon 
the decay time, and for the T1 measurements, the difference of the par-
ticular signal amplitude corresponding to the Curie value and the signal 
amplitude for various polarizing times is exponentially dependent upon 
the polar:l,z:l.ng time. Thus, the meaning o:fi the term non-exponential data 
should beobvious. · 
3 
7) T1 is greater than T2, at least for the fields at which measure-
ments were made. 
Ligon's studies showed that the model of Bratton, Hopkins, and Wein-
berg was inadequate for describing the human arm data simply because the 
data plotted was not exponent:l,a1. Ligon then hypothesbed that the non-
exponential .behavior .of the signal is due to the superposition of sig .. 
nals from fat and muscle of the arm, Much of the remainder of his work 
was.pointed toward showing itb.e validity of the argument. The research 
about to be presented takes up at this point. 
In.order to clarify the problem of studying proton.relaxa1;ion in 
muscle, a broad outline of the environments of water in tissues is given. 
The two main constituents of muscle are water and protein with water 
compr,ising the major portion, approximately 80% by weight. Water may 
find itself in many environments, but principally there are two, extra ... 
cellular and intracellular. Intracellular water makes up about 80% of 
the muscle water with the remaining 20% being extracellular; these com-
posit.ion ratios are kept constant by equilibrium action across a semi-. 
permeable membrane. Summarizing by quoting from the thesis of T~ Ligon. 
(4): "The water molecule in muscle may.find itself in a homogeneous. 
phase outside of the muscle fj,bers, inside the cell in an inhomogeneous. 
phase and influenced more or less strongly by association with protein.'' 
The work which follows first had the objective to check the valid-
ity of Ligon's explanation for the non-exponential behavior of the sig-. 
nal by perform;l.ng measurements on beef tissues. Upon observing that_ 
muscle and fat ·tissues, separately, had non-exponential signal charac-
teristics, the problem became, to a large extent, a st\ldy of beef round. 
The study is-essentially featured by the desire to demonstrate that the 
sum of two exp.onentials .model, which i$ used 1;:p analyze . the data, is 





The apparatuli which was used for the greatest ~a..rt of the measure-
ments of T1 and T2 .;l.l!I an earth's Ueld free precession apparatus. This 
apparatus will hereafter be referred to as an JFP apparatus. The signal 
from the sample as viewed py.this apparatus is just l:!he·EMF generated in. . . ('," 
a coil by the precession .of the proton magnetization about the earth's 
field; Le, a 2. 3 KHz decaying sine wave. 
Two different techniques· are used to obt,11,in T1 and T2 data. from the. 
EFP equipinent~ One,is the Sudden l?assage technique (abbreviated by S.P.) 
and the other i1;1 the :Pedeiatal Fielg technique. (abl:!reviated by P,F.). 
The S,P, t~crnique.for·the dete~ip.atio~ of. T1 requires magnetically 
polarizing the sample for a specified.time (t ). After the time t. has . p p 
elapsed the coU current is suddenly cut off. The·amplified EMF signal 
which repre~ents the.transverse component of the relaxing magnetization 
transverse to the earth's magnetic field may th.en be viewed after.a 
time ,.1 .which is approximately the time for the "ringing" of the coils 
to decay into the noise level. Th.e desired signalis also decaying 
during this time,-, tberefo~e; some of the signal fol;' the short decay 
times is lo~t. If the signal is always viewed at the $ame decay time, 
then the free precession amplitude measured at several polarizing times 
yield$ data which allows ·. the calculation of · +i, in tlle particular field 
5 
strength 4epicted by the po;arizing current. 
'l'he $.P. method for 4>btaining T2 data is.somewpat similar. The 
free precession amplitude is measured at·various time intervals after 
6 
tl'i,e coil curi-ent cut off. The calculation of.the rate of this decay 
yields T2• T2 can,be.measured at only one·value of ·tpe field, the value 
of the. earth.'s field (about '0.,5 gauss). 
Whereas the.Sudden Passage technique is used to measure T1 in high 
f:l,elds from approximately.200 to 500 gauss, the Pedestal Field, or in-
tetmediate field, technique is used to obtain: T1 at low fields from 
approximately 100 gauss down to l·gaus$. Th:l.s proc;edu;se uses.two f;f,.elds 
before the current to the coil is shut off. The first field is la~ge. 
and is kept on long enough for·the magnetization of the sample to have 
reached it• Curie value. This fiel~ is then ~nstantaneously removed 
with a ·smaller field replacing U. · The·cut,off of this second field 
yields a signal amplitude from the sample, again, read at some decay 
time g;reater than T, which corresponds to the. polarizing time of. the 
;smaller fi~ld. This polarizing time can be varied and thus other data 
points can be measured. As in the S.P. experiment, tnese data allow 
calculation of T1 for :a particular polarizing field. 
To explain how values of T1 ap.d T2 ate obtained from the.data mea-
s1.n:·ed by the S. :e. a11:~ P. F. techniques, the envelope solutions. to the 
B:J.och equations (6) are needed. . The solut:i.ons . for the S. P. expe.riment, 
are: 
For lon,itudinal relaxation, ·the value of M(t) is given. by the 
equation · 
-t T 




M(t) • the component of the relaxing magnetization parellel to the 
applied f;i,eld, 
~ • the Curie.value of the magnetization for the particular 
field, · 
T1 •·the longitudinal relaxation time, 
t • the polarbing time, the.length of time the polarbing field 
p 
iS 110n • II 
For .. transverse relaxation, the ,value of M(~) is given by the equa-
2) 
where 
M(t) • th.e component of the magnetization transverse to the earth's 
field. · 
M • the.component of the magnetization transverse to the eart~'s 
Q. 
field at the i~stant of coil.current cut off. 
tel • the.length of·time after coil current.cut off, 
T2 ~ the transverse relaxation time. 
The value of M0 c~nnot be directiy measured on the EFP appar,tus; how-
ever, it is not needed.for the determination of ~2• 
The solution for long;l.tudinal relaxation for the P.F. experiment 
is: 
whereM:(11) is the Curie value for the pedestal field and M1 is the.Curie 
value of.the initial fie,ld.. 
It ·can thus be · seen that the value of M co is needed· for the , deter-
mination of T1• This is done by simply measuring the signal amplitude 
at ·a polarizing time (tp) which is much.larger ·than the relaxation time 
8 
T1• For some low pedestal. fields the Meo value is so low that it cannot 
· be measured accurately. For these fields the M value is.calculated 
from a prev;i.ously· measured value fo'X' a higher field and the knowledge 
of the polarizing currents for each case, by the relation: 
~·""·the Mco value measured at a high polarizing field, 
M1 • the,M113 value to be calculated, corresponding to a low polar..-
izing field, . 
Ih = the value of the current giving rise to the high field, 
r1 • the.val\le of the curl;'ent giving rise to the low field. 
This may.be done because by the ·Curie law the equilibrium magnet:l.zation 
is proportional to the.applied field, and in turn for the coils used, 
the.applied field is proportional to the coil current. 
The data·for all.the.experiments are reported in the·form of.semil 
· log plots. The S.P. determination of T1 is the plot of log~Mco.,. M(t~ 
vs t P and for the P. F. method the plot is the log [M ( t) - Meo] vs tp. 
' ' 
For the S.P. determination of T2 the graph is log M(t) vs td~ By mani-. 
pulating algebraically the,envelope.equations given previously, it can 
eas;f.ly:be·seen that the·slopes· of these c1,1rves are related respectively 
to.T1 an4 T2• 
The methods deeicribed here are very·genex-Jl to the bullt of the. 
measurements made •. Additional methods which we:re employed will be dis~ 
cussed in the.next chapter as the diecusSiQn of particular experiments 
arisas; they will eithe: be :written into.the ~ontext or will be written 
up as an Appendix. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
THE EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL·· TECHNIQUES 
Initial Experiments 
The treatment for all.of the beef samples was essentially the.same. 
The samples were obtained from the Oklahoma State University Meat Labor-
atories approximately 10 days after slaughter.. The meat had been 
chilled and stored fof these lQ days at -4.4°c; this is standard proce-
dure for meat suppliers. 
The samples wei:-e chunks of tissues.which were placed in 500 ml 
·Nalgene containers and sealed. When the samples were not in use, they 
were stored at 4°c. It was felt that storage at low temperatures would 
inhibit bacteria growth.and any aging effects which might occur. Non-
freezing temperatures were used because it was not known if there would 
be.some additional affects introduced by freezing and thawing. 
The first exper;i.ment~ were those on beef round, fat; and liver. 
T2 measurements in i;he earth's field and T1 meas1,1rements.for various 
polarizing fields in the range · from 1 through 500 gauss were made on._ 
each sample. These measurements were all taken udng a set. of coils 
which will be referred to as Coils #1. 
The property Coils #1 has in preference.to an alternate set, re-
ferred to as Coils 112, is that the ;i.nit;i.al transient which masks the 
waiited signal fade1;1 into the level of the system's noise at an earlier 
10 
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time than does the transient when Coils #2 is used. This was deemed a 
necessary requirement for the T2 decay so.that the data for short decay. 
times could be obtained1• 
The· temperature·. was not controllecJ for the meas1,1rements on the 
first samp:l,es~ Because of this and.because of tihe amount of ·scatter in 
tne,data.for the fint samples, the T1 _field dependence.and T2 measure-
ments were repeated using freshly obtained samples of beef round, The 
temperature for these experiments Wijs kept.at 25 + 2°c. 
. ·. -
So~e additional-experimental technqiues were employed for these 
meas1,1rements so that a greater number of points could be obtained for 
each graph of the T1 and T2 . data. Only Coils 112 in it~ high Q state was 
used to make the T1 measurements. Co.ils Ill, and Coils 112 (in both. its 
high andi low Q states) were used to obtain the T2 decay. Coils Ill, and 
Coils 112 · (low Q) w~re used to obtain the ''initial" portion of the decay, 
1The paragraph needs furthet clarification beca'l,lse.of ·the construc-
tion o;e Coils 112. The· tuning box for Coils 112 (ea~h set • of: coils hasi 
its own tuning box) has a.1:1witch which con~ects and,disconnects a resis-
. tor in parallel witl:l the .coils, thus making possil:>le the, optio~ of having 
Co:Us #2 in a high or low gain state, i.e., high or lollY Q. The pre-
vio1,1s discussion of Coils Ill and 112 1.s valid only when the Coils 112 is 
· used in its high Q switch positio_n. When Coils 112 is in its low Q stJte, 
it.ha1;1 virtually the same properties that Coils Ill has, except that 
Coils {ll has a .. elightly larger signal-to-noise. ratio. dµe to a higher 
polarizing field. · 
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while Coils /12, with :its added gain in the high Q state, was used for 
the."tail" portion of the decay. 
To construct a composite graph of the T2 data from the three coil 
configurations requires a method of correlating all of the data.· A 
treatment explaining how this was accomplished is given in Appendix c. 
Another te~hnique will now be e,cplained regarding the determination 
of the signal amp.).itude for the T2 decay at the decay time equal,.to 
zero. The method uses both a high resolution :NMR apparatus, the Varian 
A-60, and the earth's field free precession appat"atus. '.J'.'he high resolu-
tion apparatus is used to determine the value of the water equivalence 
of the sample. The water equivalence is defined to be the ratio of the 
signal amplitude from a meat sample to the signal amplitude of a water 
sample at the decay time equal to zero, when the two.samples have eq\.\al 






The symbol A is the value of the spectrum integral from the Varian A-60, 
the symbol Vis the volume of sample.in the Varian tube, the superscript 
v tefers to the measurements associated with the Varian A-60, the cSub-
script s refers to the meat sample, and the subscript w refers to the 
water sample, The same symbols w:Ul occur at a later time except with 
the superscript e which refers·to measur1:ments associated with the EFP 
apparatus, The sympols will have the same meanings as described above, 
except for the A which will mel;l.n the amplitude at t .. O. 
The ratio A/V·is proportional to the number of signal,-giving pro-
tons per unit volume and has a characteristic value for each kind of 
13 
sample. This value for water is determined using the EFP apparatus by 
simply measuring the volume of the water and finding the initial ampli-
tude of the,signal by extrapolating the T2 decay curve tot• O. Thus, 
if the volume of the meat sample can be measured, then its signal ampli-
tude at the decay time equal to zero can be calc4lated by using the 
following equation: 
There are some experimental difficulties in .. this method of deter-
e mination of A which need to be described. First, Eis not easily de-
. s 
termined beca'l,lse of the difficulty of inserting a meat sample into a 
Varian A-60 sample.t'l,lbe.without either "packing" the sample specimen or 
leaving air.spaces. This difficulty is.circumvented by using a "coring" 
method described by Sussman, and Chin (7) .. 
e A second problem is determining the value of V. There is some 
$ 
skepticism about whether this can be done accurately or not. A way to 
e eliminate this measurement is to mulUply through the equation for A s 
by the unity factor.(pwP/Pvls), where pw is the density of water and ps 







where the. symbol W means weight. E* is· the water equivalence b1 -..ght, · 










Av . v w w s 
e From this alternate form for A it is see~ that, besides.the various s 
amplitude te.rms, only the weights of the sample need to. be measured. 
This can be performed easily with good precision. 
Using the previously described method to find the signal amplitude 
at td • 0 was tho1.1.ght to be a necessity because of .the non-exponential 
behavior of the observed signal. In other words, it is not certain that 
the semi-log graphical plot of the non-exponential data could be simply 
extrapolated back tot• O because the behavior of the signal in the 
period of ·time!. during which the signal is masked by the switching 
transient is not known. 
After experiments on the second beef round sample were performed, 
the measurements o.f the T1 and T2 data were repeated with the exception 
of the t = 0 point for the T2 decay. The experiments on sample #2, 
The sample during this interim period between measurements, was stored 
at 4°c. 
The purpose of the.repeated experiments was to investigate the 
accuracy and reproducibility of the various measurements. The seeming 
scatter in the previous measurements was always large regardless of the 
coil technique used. It ·was hoped that the additional effect of aging 
would not complicate the analysis of these data. 
Separated Liquid and Solid Samples 
15 
It had been observed for some time that fluid separated from the 
solid portion of the muscle samples. Therefore, it was tho\,lght that the 
signal components which make up the non-exponential graphical results 
are: 1. The protons in the separation fluid, and 2, the protons in the 
actually bound water of the solid portion of the sample. 
To test this hypothesis.the following e~periment was performed. 
The liquid-and solid portions of two different samples of beef round 
(sample . 112) were separated. This was .. accomplished by allowing the sam-
ple. to sit in covered breakers at .room temperature for approximately 48 
hours; the fluid which formed was drained out. Then, for each of these 
samples, measurements were made·for the determination of T2 and the.con-
struction of the graph of the.dependence of T1 on the field. It.was 
anticipated that the relaxation times .. obtained from these separated 
samples would compare favorably with the relaxation times for the init-
ial and tail portions of the semi-log plots for the last experiments 
perfo~med on sample #2 in its whole state. 
Aging experiments 
The effect of the aging of the samples had not been specifically 
studied, but.the effects had been deduced via some compar:i.sons. It was 
noticed that after a period of storage.time the graphical results of an 
experiment, either T1 or T2, showed that data could be obtained over a 
16 
larger range.of polarizing and decay.times then when the measurements on 
the samples were first made. 
To check this o'bservation, it was decided to make measurements to 
determine if.an agi,ng effect existed. First; beef round from a freshly 
slaughtered animal was.obtained. The meat was allowed to coo;t..down.to · 
25°c and the measurements were begun. The measurements taken at various 
intervals af.ter slaughter were T1 me•surements at J3. eq1,1al t.o 265 gauss 
and T2 in the earth's field. During the periods of.time between mea-
surements the sample w,s a~lowed to remain at room temperature. It was 
thought that aging would occur.more.rapidly at room temperature.and that 
as a result the,effects would be more noticeable. Again; the sample was 
kept in a sealed container. 
High Field Experiments 
The experiment to determine the water equivalence of beef round has 
been discussed previously. It will be recalled from the experiment 
involving the Varian A-60 apparatus. Besides tne,integrals, the absorp~ 
tion curve for beef .. round was. also measured. The spectrum o'btained (Fig-
ure 19) is a single symmetrical peak which lc;,oked--as if it could be Lor-
entzia,n in sh~pe •. If the. spec.trum:.does have a Lorentzian shape, this · 
would indicate that there is a·single '.l;'elaxation'time in this high field 
strenght2• · 
To determine if the curve was Lorentzian or not, a method was de-
vised to construct a Lorentzian curve of.the proper size. It was 
2 v = y H, where Y is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons. Y is equal 
to 4.3 kilocycles/sec per gauss. Therefore, since v • 60 x 106 cycles/ 
sec. , then H • \I I y , which is approximately 14, 000 gauss. 
]. 7 
reasoned that if the calc4lated points from this constructed equation 
overlayed the actual. absorption curve, then the ab~orption curve cou~d 
be considered Lorentzian shaped, The method for constructing the curve 
is given in Appendi~ D. 
Independently, measurements on beef round were made using a spin-
echQ apparatus to determine if at high fields (14,000 gauss) there is a 
single relaxation time. The spin-echo apparatus uses small samples; 
which like the Varian A-60, are placed.in tubes. The "coring" technique 
(7) referenced earlier was again used to insert the beef round into the 
sample tubes. 
The samples for .the spin-echo measurements were handled, by neces-
sity, somewhat differently than the one used for the Varian measure~ 
ments. The spin-echo sample was packed in an ice bath in a thermos and 
was shipped to Cleveland, Ohio, for measurements, whereas the Varian 
sample waa measured immediately after it was obtained. Dr. V. L. Pollak 
at Case-Western Reserve University made the measurements. 
Human Arm Experiments 
Nine persons volunteered for the e~periments; all were in the.age 
grQup of from 20 to 26 years, Si~ are female and three are male. The 
nine 1:1ubjects were selected by their arm size. The coils have.an inner 
diameter of only 3 inches; this is a fairly strict requirement, e$pec-
ially when selecting a male subject. Thus, the greater number of female 
subject~ is explained. 
Two subjects, Ill and 119, were used to obtain data for the f:leld 
dependence of T1, and all were used for the T2 measurements. Many of 
the same techniques and methods were used to make the measurements as 
18 
had been used for the previously described beef experiments. However, 
before th~ measurements could begin, two experimental problems required 
solution. One was the.problem of insulating the forearm from the coil, 
and the other was the problem concerning the inc;rel!,sed noise level when 
the arm was in the c~il. Both of these problems had extremely s~mple 
solutions. Insulating tpe arm from the coil wasaccomplished by having 
the subject wear a shoulder length rubber sleeve. The noise problem 
caused by the arm is nearly eliminated by grounding the person's arm 
while it is in the coil, 
. CHAfTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND RESUL'l'S 
The,datafor all the experime-q.ts about to. be .discussed were analyzed 
in.the same way. The exponential data were analyzed by the methods 
described in.Chapter II. The·non-exponential .data.were treated some-
what differently. The model c.hosen to analyze tllese non-exponentials 
·graphs :l.s J dmple one. It has two ~ignal-yielding components. The 
assumption is made that no exchange of protons occurs between proton 
sites which yield the components, The mathematical model is then re-
presented as the.sum of two exponentials. This model has the advantage 
over some.others.in that it is able to describe the.graphical results 
completely, yet.it.has only four undetermined quantities which can be 
,· 
o~tained by a graphical analysis. 'l;his graphical method rather than 
being discussed .here is given in Appendix A, An adjo;l.ning appendix, 
Appendix·B, is written to disc~ss the errors caused by the graphical 
method. 
Two additional items should be mentioned. The· graphical results 
to 'be pres.ente~ will ·have the following form, .. The data points will. be 
repreE!ented by a symbol, generally a small circle, and a curve·is.drawn 
through these points. The two exponentials which fit the non-exponen~ 
tial data curve are also dr~wn on the graph. ·They w:1,ll be, simply, two 
straight lines which heve no data points representec;l. The· symbolism 
1 us~d·to ;l.nd1.cate the.four f.l,tting parameters is·the following: rr1 , 
19 
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s 1 s T1, T2, T2, f1 , fs, The symbols T1 and T2 (longitudinal and trans-
verse relaxation times) have been defined previously and retain those 
definitions. The sym~ol f is def;lned to be .a fraction of the total sig-, 
nal at td or tp equal to zero, The small letters, 1 ands, which are 
used as both superscripts and subscripts have these meanings: 1 refers 
to the exponential having the longer relaxation time ands refers to the 
exponential having the shorter relaxation time. 
Initial Experiments 
The first measurements made were those on beef samples. The sam-
ples chosen were beef round, fat, and liver. It was speculated that 
experiments on these samples could further bolster Ligon's statement (4) 
that the non-exponential behavior exhibited by the signal from human 
tissues was due to the.superposition of signals from the muscle and fat 
portions of the arm. If what Ligon said was actually true.then each of 
the signal components, fat and lean, should yield a signal which has an 
exponential behavior, 
However, there is an alternate solution. The non-exponential be-
havior for the signal from human arms could also be due to the fact that 
the behavior of each anatomically contributing component is non-e~ponen~ 
tial. This, for some cases, is what was actually found when measure-
ments were performed on the beef samples. 
For beef fat, data for measuring T1 , when graphed, was definitely 
seen to be non-exponential for all fields, as illustrated by Figures 
la, lb, and le. And for data for the measurement of T2, the.graphed 
curve, Figure ld, appeared to be exponential with quite a large amount 
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of scatter. The scatter is easily acco~nted for by the small signal to 
noise ratio obtained from fat, approximately one-fourth that obtained 
for an equal.volume of water. 
The graphical plots of the T1 data, Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, fo.r beef· 
liver seemed to indicate that there is a transition from exponential 
to non-exponential behavior as the polarizing field is decreased. The 
graphs for polarizing fields larger than 156 gauss all appear.as expon-
entials, and all graphs for B-fields less than 82 gauss look to be non-
I . 
exponential. The graph of the T2 data, Figure '2d, appeared to plot ex-
ponentially. There is, as for the fat, a large amount of scatter in the 
The beef round data appears to have the same general characteris~ 
tics as that for the beef liver, The beef ro\,lnd data, like the data 
for beef line, shows the exponential plots of T1 data at high fields and 
the non-exponential.graphs at low fields, The T2 data graphs are non-
exponential, which distinguishes the beef round from either the beef 
liver or fat,· These data plots are.given in Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d, 
One.other distinguishing featu:re of.the T2 graph for beef round is.that 
it is a smooth. curve with seemingly very litt_le scatter in the points. 
The· results obtained by the application of the "best fit'i analysis 
to these first samples are summarized by Log T1 , 2 vs Log B plots, Fig-
ures 4, S, and 6, and by Tables I, II, and l!I, which list the values of 
the fitting parameters obtained for the sample when measured ;in a parti-
cular field strength, Figure 4 and Table I, which are information about 
beef liver, show that t.he 8 T1 and f1 are· fairly constant at sT1 ~ 34 
msec and fi~ 0.35 over the range ot fields for which measurements were 
I 0 3 
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Figure 4. Log T1 , 2 Versus Log B for Beef Liver 
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taken. The 1T1 values have a.somewhat greater variance than sT1 and 
1 
f 1; the average T1 value is approximately 115 msec. 
TABLE I 
FITTING PARAMETER VALUES FOR BEEF LIVER 
Field 1 ST fl fs . Tl 1 
.. lgauss) .(ms~c) (msec) 
547 108* 1* 
312 122* 1* 
156 100* 1* -
82. 142 36 0.314 0.686 
44 102 33 0.569 0.431 
27 128 36 0.327 0.673 
13 . 133 28 0.332 0.668 
8 126 40 0,372 0.628 
4 115 43 0.359 0.641 
2 87 25 0.233 0,767 
1 82 28 0.493 0.507 
~ gauss 24* * T2 Data @ 1 
* Exponential data plots were . :: observed • 
The parameters obtained for beef round show some variation from 
what was obtained for beef liver. The variation of the parameters for 
beef round with the magnetic field strength is given in Figure 5 and 
Table II. For·the plot of.Log T1 .vs Log B there seems to be a great 
26 
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1 s 1 s 1 t f tt i th T T T T 1 · T1 values appears amoun o sea er · n e 1 , 1 , 2 , · 2 va ues, 
to hover.about the approximate value of 240 msec., while the sT1 value 
is fairly constant over the range of 1 to 30 gauss fields and then 
increases with the increase of field value. Looking at the lines which 
are drawn to fit most of the data ~oints in Figure 5, it is seen that at 
the highest field for which measurements were :made, the 1T1 and sT1 
values found from the lines which were drawn to fit the points of the 
graph are about equal. The point to be made is if 1T1 and sT1 are 
actually close to being equal, the two components would be unreasolvable 
and would appear as a single exponential which is what was observed. 
If the beef round data were the only data, then the above argument 
might be valid, but it is not the only data. The beef liver data con-
tradicts the argument because for the non-exponentials observed the re-
laxation times for the two components appear for the beef liver to be 
fairly invariant over the range of fields, 
One other unusual feature of the beef round data is that the values 
obtained for 1T2 and 8 T2 are so much below those values found for low 
1 field T1 
s and T1 • Theoretically, the low field values of Tl should 
approximate the values obtained for T2• The fact that 1T2 , 1T1 and 
s s T2 , T1 may possibly be explained by the imprecise method of making 
the. measurements. The measurements of T2 data were made at approximate-
ly room temperature, and then six days later the field dependence mea-
surements of T1 were obtained. The sample during this period of time 
was kept at 4°c, but still there may have been some effect due' to the 
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made, the sample, after reaching room temperature, was.simply placed in 
the coil and left until the.measurements were finished. Effectively 
what is estimated to have happened is that the sample's temperature rose 
steadily from about 25°c to approx;(,mately 35°c. 
From Table II it is observed that as the field is varied, there is 
seemingly a general trend towards lower values of f1 as the.field 
b~comes smaller. At high fields the value of f1 is approximately 0.5 
and at low fields f1 is approximately 0.3. There is scatter in this 
observation which was thought to probably be related to the measurements 
procedure discussed in the preceeding paragraph. 
TABLE II· 
FITTING PARAMETER VALUES FOR BEEF ROUND (SAMPLE #1) 
Field lT 1 
ST 
1 f 1 fs 
(gauss) (msec) (msec) 
* 1* 547 233 
320 443 133 0.532 0.468 
170 212* 1* 
as 225 72 0.608 0.392 
44 233 70 0.475 0.525 
26 210 49 0.527 0.473 
13 233 47 0.471 0.529 
8 262 48 0.313 0.687 
4 300 52 0.312 0.688 
2 165 28 0.465 0.535 
l 290 55 0.369 0.631 
30 
TABLE II (Continued) 
(~2 Data). 0.5 ·gauss. 82 26 0.212 0.788 
* < ·: Exponential data plots were observed. 
The fittini parameters for.the measurements on beef fat-are illus-
trated by Figure 6 and Table.III. From Figu~e 6 it is seen that both 
1T1 an4 sTl increase slightly with increasing field. 
appears to be constant at 300 msec. over the low field range up to 
about 10 gauss a~d the11 increases with a very large amount of scatter 
as the field increases. The 8 T1 values appear to be fairly constant; 
about 80 msec. 1 over.the same range.of fields as were the T1 values and 
then increase very slightly with a large amount of scatter a~ the field 
'is. incre.a~ed. Table III shows the f1 value to be fairly constant over 
· the entire range of fields; f1 ;Ls about. 0.45. 


































TABLE III (Continued) 
10 305 80 0.512 0.988 
65 330 87 0.402 0.598 
4 278 73 0.450 0.550 
2 305 75 0.385 0.615 
1 310 88 0.377 0.623 
(T2 Data) at 0.5 Gauss 75* 1* 
* = exponential observed. 
The T1 and T2 measurements on a freshly obtained sample of beef 
round were made. For these measurements the temperature was controlled 
r 
and kept constant at 25+ 2°c. Some additional techniques were used for 
these measurements, including the use of two sets of coils to obtain the 
T2 decay and the use of the Varian A-60 apparatus in conjunction with 
the EFP apparatus to obtain the signal amplitude for the T2 decay of the 
beef round sample at td = 0, These techniques have been discussed in. 
some detail in Chapter III. 
The data compiled for beef round-Sample 112 using these additional 
methods are illustrated by Figures 7, 8a, and 8b and Table IV. Figures 
8a and 8b typify the plots of the data; most of the graphs 1,1eem to have 
the abrupt change in slope shown by these two. The reason for this 
abrupt change in slope is not known.and is somewhat bothersome since it 
was not observed for Sample Ill of beef round. Sample 112 was not treated 
differently from Sample Ill in that it.was kept in a sealed Nalgene con-
tainer and stored when not in use at 4°c. The methods for making the 
measurements used for the two samples, with the exception of controlli~g 
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the temperatur.e for Sample 112, were identical also. 
Figure 7 shows 1J1ore of a variance for T1 values over the range of 
fields than does Figure 5. As a general stat;ement comparing the two T1 
field dependence graphs, T1 1 s are larger at high fields and lower at 
low fi.elds for Figure 7 tha-n at'e the corresponding T1 . values for Figure 
5. Also, for Sample #2 there does not seem to be a range of fields 
over which T1 has a constant value as was observed for Sample.#1. Pos-
sibly, these differences could have been caused by the fact that for 
the;first sample the temperature varied. For high fields, the lowest 
temperature recorded was about 25°c, and for the low fields, the high,est 
0 temperature found was about 35 c. 
One thing noted is that even with the higher Q coils used 
for these measurements the scatter that is seen is still large.· There 
are many reasons for this. Among them are: 
1) The distinct possibility that the method of·analysis, the model 
of the sum of two exponentials, for the observed data is totally in-
cortect, 
2) The ;inaccurate graphical technique used to fit the curve; prob-
ably a.comp\,lter fit would.give a much better picture of .the dependence 
of the parameters upon the field. 
3) The inaccuracy with which Mo, can be determined; this accuracy 
is.especially poor for the middle range of fields. 
Again, as for Sample. Ill, the T2 values fo.r Sample . #2 do not compare· 
favorably with the low field values.of T1• 1T2 is in good agreement 
with 1T1 at one gauss, but sT2 is about 20 msec. longet'.than 8 T1 at one 
36 
gau~s. Also, there was .. no single. exponential behavio.r seen at high 
fields as ther, ha,d been for the previous measul;'etilents. 
The fi values shown.in Table IV behave very differently than the f1 
values obtained previously. · Whereas the f 1 . values for Sample Ill show a 
trend toward decreasing as the field decreases; the f1 values for Sample 
IIZ have a trend toward being constant over the entire r~nge of fields. 
Eight of the twelve values.obtained from the T1 data lie within a range. 
. . ... 
of 0.6 +·0.1. This high value for f1 is also markedly different.from. 
those obtained prevj,o~sly. In fact, there were only three values.off 
l· 
greater· than O. 5 obtaine_d for Sample Ill. 
TABLE IV· 
FITT.ING ·PARAMETERS VALUES FOR BEEF ROUND (SAMPLE 112) -
Field lTl STl f1 fs 
(gauss)· (msec) (msec) 
354 645 105 0.594 0.406 
236 810 190 0.729 0.271 
106 223 48 0.644 0.356 
65 242 81 · 0.346 0.654 
36 ' 256 68 0.296 0.704 
22 191 45 0.550 0.450 
11· 148 36 0.547 0.453 
6.5 95* l* ___,.... 
4 98 19 0.660 0.340 
4 132 28 0.599 0.401 
2 98 · 19 0.641 0.359 
1 140 23 o.548 0.452' 
(T2 Data) at·. 0.5 gauss 13.5 42 0.159 0.841 
The graph' obta:ined had·a yery slight curvatqi'e, 
WATER BEEF ROUND 
34.2 32.1 
Figure 9. Integrals of Absorbtion Curves for Water and Beef Round Using the 




Figure 8b is the compilation of data from the three.coil.configura-
tions plus the point at t ... 0, The·T2 decay data has been adjusted by 
the correlation terms explained in Appendix C, to the sca:).e of the data 
obtained from Coils /11. The data point at the decay time equal to zero 
certainly seems to fit the data curve. 
e The calculation of the da'!;:a point A is given here. First, E* was 
s 
calculated from the weights of the samples in the Va:r:J.an tubes and the 
amplitudes of the spectrum integral for each sample. From Figure 9, 
A: ... 32.1, A:• 34.2, and the weights ol;>tained were w: =.0.8],0 gm., and 
Wv = 0.480 gms. Thus E* is calculated using the equation given in 
w 
Chapter Ill: 
E* = (32.1/0.810 gms,2 (34.2/0.480 gms.) 
1 
== 0. 556 • 
The value of A: (2) was determined to be 157.52• e The value of W was w 
484 gms. 
e 
The value of the weight of the beef round sample, Ws' was 
591,7 gms. Thus, with all the quantities determined the calculation is 
simply: 
.,.;' 
1A1: a later .time a measureme~/lo determine the density of. beef 
round was made. p s was found to be 1. 08 gms/ cm3. Thus, '.E can be calcu-
lated: 
2 
E = E* ~ • (0.556)(1,08) 
PW 
E = 0,600 
The data for this determination was.taken using Coils /fl pecause 
all.the other.data had been correlated to the scale for Coils /fl. 
e· A • 107, s 
(0.556) 157~5 484 gms. (591. 7 gms.) 
39, 
The·u~its for the·above calculation are arbitrary but correspond to the 
scale of the other data. 
After a period of time of approximately seven weeks, the.T1 and T2 
experiments were repeated, with exception of the determination of.the 
signal amplitude at.td • O for the T2 decay. The purpose of these ex,.. 
periments was to see if the . same values of .. the fitting parameters . could 
be obtained as had been obtained in.the previous experiments using beef 
round Sample.#2. 
The results of these repeated meas1,1rements for Sample 112 may be. 
summarized by Figures 10, lla and llb and Table V. Figures lla and llb 
typify the data by their smooth curves, a really direct o'ontrast·to what. 
had been.obtained previously for this.same sample. Comparing Figures 
1 .. 
10 and.7 it is seen that·the field dependence of the T1 component is 
approximately the same for each curve. 1t 1 appears to be slightly long-
er.at low fields for Figure.10 than for Figure 9, but.it is:difficult to 
judge. because of the ,scatter in the :data; note the measurements at fo.ur 
gauss . for each of the .. graphs. 
Unlike the,similar appearance of the 1T1 dependence.on B for the 
s curves, the T1 curves,are sotnewhat dissimilar. With B eq\,la;L.to 10 
gauss or less, 6 \ from Figure 10 exceeds sTl from Figure 7 by_ ten to 
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twe1;ity milliseconds. s The field depe~dence of the T1 component in Fig-
ure 10 appears to be less, i.e., the curve has a flatter appearance than 
does the Figure 7 curve. 
The $T2 values are approximately the same for both curves at 40 
msec., whereas 1T2 ( ~ 270 msec.) for Figure 10 is about twice 1T2 
( ~ 135 msec.) from Figbte. 7. The f1 values from Table V are noted to 
behave somewhat·like the f1 values in Table.IV. As for Table IV,there 
is so much. scatt.er in the, f1 values. in Table V that·. any trend with re-
spect. to the varying field is very difficult.to detect. The values do. 
seem to collect about the po:l,nt £1 • 0.5, i.e., f1 is possibly constant 
over the range of fields. This is thesame ch,racteristic seen from 
the previous measurements of this sample except that the value of f1 was 
thought to be about 0.6 
TABLE V 
FITTING PARAMETER VALUES FOR BEEF ROUND, SAMPLE 112 
(AGED 7 WKS@ soc) 
Field l.T 1 
ST 
1 fl f2 
(gauss) (msec) (msec) 
~54 470 145 0.591 0.909 
265 475 155 0.375 0.625 
265 808 155 0.326 0.674 
124 289 90 o. 710 Q.290 
65 265 78 0.528 0.472 
37 200 70 0.644 0.356 
22 248 65 0.536 0.464 
11 165 40 0.635 0.365 
43 
TABLE V (Continued) 
6.5 143 67 0.573 0.427 
4 l,44 38 0.563 0.437 
4 168 38 0,512 0.488 
4 185 42 0,449 0~551 
2 165 38 0.392 0.608 
1 140 43 0.565 0.935 
(T2 pata) at 0.5 gauH 270 40 .071 0.929 
From these repeated measurements it may.be-concluded, that: 
1) The sample, as far as-the signal observed from the.EFP appara-
tus is concerned, is not appreciably affected by extended pe~iods of . 
,torage at cool, not freezing, temperatures. 
2) The scatter of the data.is large, probably because of a com-
bination of-the inaccurate method by which the parameters are obtained 
and the,low signal observed from beef samples. In.turn, because of the 
low signal anq somewhat rapid relaxation .times, the scatter of the para-
meter values CO\.\ld be attril>uted to.the short.range ove-r which reliable 
data may be taken. 
Separated Liquid.and Solid Samples 
So~e interesting observations can be made· fr.om the preceeding data 
for beef tissuee. One, especially, is that the hypothesis made by Ligon. 
(4) cannot be true because non-exponentials are · obtained fo;r .· signals 
from beef fat and beef round separately. 
Since"it had been observed that fluid separated from the solid 
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portion of the sample it was.postulated that the two components of the 
signal could be,attributed to the protons in the separated fluid and the 
protons in the solid portion of the,sample. This idea was tested by 
making measurements on the liquidand solid portiol;'l.s.separately and com-
paring these results with the previous·results for,the unseparated sam-
ple. 
The data for the solid and liquid samples are given.in Figures 12 
through 16, Looking at Figures 14a, 14b, and 14d (graphs for the.deter-
mination of-T2 for the solid sample) it is seen in Figure 14a and 14d 
that the signal behaves exponentially whereas in Figure l4b the signal 
appeal;'s to be non-exponential. However, the non-exponential signal does 
have some things in comm.on with the others. Drawing a slope to fit the 
initial portion of the curve yields a value of T2 from Figure 16b which 
approximates.T2 found from Figure 14a. The-initial T2 "42 msec. from 
Figure 14b and T2 ~ 47 msec. from 14a. Performing the same operation on 
the "tail'' of the curve yields the value found in Figure 14d, The tail. 
value for T2 from Figure 14b is 67 msec. and T2 = 65 msec. from Figure. 
14d. Figure 14d should be an approximation for the "tan" of the signal 
because of the range of decay time$.in which data was taken. 
Fitting the data of.Figure 14b by the "best fit" method, shown in 
Figure 14c the following values were obtained: f1 • 0.189, fs • 0,816, 
1 s T2 =·69 msec., and T2 • 23 msec. When compared to the most recent 
data which had been taken on the unseparated samples, i,e., the T2 data 
.obtained fo+ the aged beef round Sample #2, Figure llb, it is seen that 
the values.of fl' fs' 1T2, and 6 T2 are not too comparable. But, the T2 
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mately equal to the· T2 value obtained iQ..Figure llb. T2 from Figure 
14a equals 47 msec. and sl'2 from Figure llb equals 40 msec. This com-
parison gives some credence to the idea that one portion of the signal 
comes. from- .the protons of the. solid. portion of ·the sample. · 
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However, these results may be a function of time after the original 
system was separated in.liquid and solid portions. The data for Figure 
14a was taken just.after the separation was completed. The data for 
Figure 14b was taken five days later, and at this time some fluid was 
visible in thecontainer. The data obtained for Figure 14c was taken 
about 11 days after the separation proces1:1. These data were recorded 
after the.fluid which had drained from the sample was again separated 
from it, thus, visibly, only the solid portion remained. 
The remainder of the data obtained for the solid-separation sample 
is shown.in Figure-12, log T1 vs log B, and in Figures 16a and 16b. 
Figures 16a and 16b just represent a sampling of th• data obtained for 
the determination of t 1 at a particular ~gnetic field strength. As can 
be seen, the data plots appear. to have an exponen-tial behavior as do all 
the othefs which have not been shown. 
The log T1 vs log B graph, Figure 12, for the-. solid-separation sam.:.. 
ple compares faifly well ~n general form with the log sT1 vs B curve for 
the aged Sample 112, Figure 10. The values.of 8 T1 and sTi for the beef 
round are all-somewhat smaller than those.found for the solid-separation 
sample. This discrepancy, if it is a discrepancy, i.e., it has not l;>een 
shown that there is a correlation between these two quantit:l,es, maybe 
due to either of two things or, more likely, both: 
1) The longer relaxation .times found for the.separation-solid, 
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s s when compared to.the short..-time relaxation component, T1 .and T2 of the 
beef round, could be due to an aging effect. The data taken on the 
separation-solid was taken approximately one month after that fox: the 
whole sample of beef round. The beef round sample was kept, as before, 
at s0 c during this time between measurements. 
2) The shorter relaxation times observed for the beef round may 
possibly be due.to the error which is induced by applying the "best fit" 
technique, The effect of this analysis has been discussed prev:i,ously 
and it was shown that, effectively, shorter than actual values were ob-
tained using the method. 
The data for the determination of T2 from the liquid sample which 
was obtained by the.separation processi is shown in Figures 13a, 13b, 
and 13c. All three curves are observed to have an exponential behavior. 
Also, an,other phenomenon can be noted. T2 increases from Figure 13a, 
T2 • 225 msec., to 13b, T2 ... 235 msec., and from Figure 131;, to 13c, 
T2 = 285 msec .. With respect to Figure 13a the sample was 5 days older 
when data was taken for Figure l3b and 11 days older when measurements 
were made for Figure 13c. This possibly then means that the relaxation 
time, T2 , for the separation-liquid increases with time after separation 
or aging of the sample. 
1 The T2 values of the separation liquid compared with the T2 value 
of 270 msec. for ·beef round from Figure llb are very nearly equal to 
each other. Further, in compar:i,ng the log T1 vs log B graphs of the two 
samples, Figure 12 and Figure 10 virtually the same conclusions can be 
stated that were given in the comparison of the solid-separation T1 
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values to the sT1 values of the unseparated beef 'X'Ound samples. The 
1 . T1 values . of. the unseparated beef round sample are shorter than those·. 
obtaine4 for the.separation liquid ,ample. The reasons for this, the 
same ones given fol' the separation-solid sample, are: Olle; the error 
induced. by the "best fit" analysis, and two, .the aging of the beef 
sample. 
Some.important possibil:i,ties for explaining the behavior of .the 
signal ftom beef round are seen from these solid and liquid-separation 
experiments. It is believed that they a'X'e·impoitant enough to be sum-
marily repeated.here.as follows: 
1) The data for the solid and liquid separations·indicates that 
they may be the individual components wh:l,.ch make up the signal. This is 
based on the comparison of separation-sa.ple data with the most recent 
studies of the unseparat,d beef round samples. The unseparated beef 
round samples used in the comparison :t7ere the.ones later separated to 
make the solid anµ liquid samples •. 
2) Data from these experiments a'J;'e exponential. 
3) The T2. relaxation times.increased with age for both the liquid 
and solid separation samples. 
As a matter of interest the field dependence of the separation-
fluid for beef round was measured at other.temperatures (3°, 15°, 25°, 
35°, and 45°c) than that.discussed pl;'eviously for 25°c. For all tem-
peratures &'lld all fields, the signal behaved exponentially for both T1 
and T2 experiments, The· field dep.endence curves, log T1 vs B, Figure 
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the log-log curve of the T1 dependence on the polarizing field progres-
sively gets steeper for the lower-values.of the field, one gauss through 
about 20 gauss, as the.temperature is increased. 
Also, the relaxation times are seen to increase as the temperature. 
is increas•d· This can most easily be showp.by Figure 18. Figure 18 is 
a graph of the logarithm of.T1 vs the temperature in degrees centigrade 
for three different fields of the field dependence curves. 
To check the conclusion reached, via sotne compari$ons, that the 
relaxation times increase with aging of the sample, measurements at. 
various intervais of time were made to determine T1 at 265 gauss and T2 
in the,earth's field. The·simple for this experiment was obtained from 
a freshly slaughtered animal. 
1 s The compilation of.the T1, T2, T2, and f1 values obtained for. 
T2 experiments are given in Table VI. Generally, what is shown.is that 
the relaxation times for both T1 and T2 become longer with the increase 
of time after slaughter. The £1 values show a great amount of scatter. 
but are thought to be constant; there is no general trend shown.as there 
had been before. This could arise beca\lseSample 112 had a~ed much 
longer than this sample; i.e., the effect for £1 could be very slow with 
time. 
An unexplainable occurrence for the T1 data isthat all the data, 
with one excepti,on, plotted as exponentials. The only conjecture that 
can be made .from this is that keeping the sample at.sub-freezing tem-
peratures, -4.4°c, for periods of time of approximately two weeks after· 
TABLE VI 
AGING EFFECTS FOR BEEF ROUND (SAMPLE #3, OBTAINED 




(since time of 
T1@ 265 lT ST 
(For T2 Measure~ 
slaughter) gauss 2 2 ments only) 
3 158 53 21 0.146 
50 175 64 21 0.164 
96 190 62 22 0.230 
121 201 71 19 0.109 
172 260* 106 24 0.122 
270 238 165 31 0.133 
434 330 154 24 0.165 
* ' Seemingly no.n-exponential obtained for this measurement of T • 
The point was determined by a best-straight line fit. All measurements 
at 25oc. Aging took place at temperatures ranging from +20 to +27°c. 
slaughter has an effect upon the T1 relaxation. The reason for this 
statetil.ep.t is that·all the beef round samples had bee,;i treated in this 
manner until the.time they were obtained from the meat laboratories, 
except for the last sample which·was obtained from a freshly slaughtered 
animal. 
High Field Experiments 
Basically, .these experiments were to determine if there is a single 
relaxation time at high fields. A single seemingly Lorentzian line 
shape had been obtained for the spectrum from the beef round sample when 
the water equivalence measurements were made.· If the spectrum shape is 
Lorentzian, then, of course, theI!e is only one relaxation time at high 
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fields. To make this determinaticm, two things were done: 
1) The spectrum shape was.fitted with an actual Lorentzian shape. 
2) Independent measu:rements were made using spin-echo equipment 
at 14,000 gauss. 
The calculated results of the method of Appendix D for fitting a 
Lorentzian shape are given in Table VII and Figure 19. · To show how well 
the.actual absorption curve compares with the.calculated Lorentzian 
shape, F(w) ;Ls plotted on Jl'igure 19 by just the calculated points; the 
solid line is the absorp~ion curve obtained from the A-60. 'l'he fit is 
remarkably good as can be seen. 
TAJ3LE VII 
VALUES FOR THE CALCULATED LORENTZIAN CURVE 
F(w) 0.215 + w 2 I I x 0.135 2 w w•w w 
54.6 0,215 0 : :o 0 
50.4 0.2332 1 0.135 0.0182 
40.8 0.288 2 0 .• 210 0.0729 
31.0 0.379 3 0.405 .0.164 
23.2 0.507 4 0.540 0.292 
17.98 0.654 5 0.663 0.439 
13.49 Q.872 6 0.810 0.6,57 
8.50 1.382 8 1.080 1.167 
s. 775 2.035 10 1.35 1.82 
4.14 2.835 12 . · ;.62 · 2.62 · 
2.82 4.165 15 1. 99 3.95 
1.625 7.235 20 2.65 7.02 
1.052 11.165 25 3. 31 · 10. 95 · 
0.732 16.045 30 3.975 1,5.83 
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a transverse relaxation time, T2 , can be calculated from the width at 
half maximum by the equation (6): 
2 T •·-
2 (tiw\ 
where (Aw)~ m total frequency width in rad/sec at half maximu~. The 
value of (~w) 1 can be read directly from the absorption curve to be 
~ 
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2 (1~. 5 cps). Thus, T2 is found to be 23. 6 msec ~ at 60 megacycles and 
at room temperature. 
However, the above equation for T2 is only valid if the saturation 
factor (8), 1 + Y2Hf T1 T2, where H1 is the r.f. field at which the 
2 2 measurements were made, is approximately one, i.e., y H1T1T2 is approxi-
mately zero. Independently, measurements were made using a spin~echo 
apparatus to deter~ine T1 so that the saturation factor could be calcu-
lated. The graph of log [M00 - M(tB vs the polarizing time, Figure 
20, from the spin .... echo data appears as a straight line. The measurements 
were made at 60 megacycles, approximately 14,000 gauss, and 26°c. 11 
calculated from this data equals 770 msec. 
T2 was then recalculated including the saturation factor in the 
following manner. Beginning with the equation for the magnetic suscep-
tibility dl,le to absorption (8), an equation quadratic in T2 can be de-
rived: 
II 
x .. ~ x w o q l + Ti 
2 
2 
(w - w) 
0 
at half maximum: II 1111!. ~ x 
and thus, = 
which then yields, 
Using the values, 
' . 4 
gyromagnetic ratio, y • 2. 70 x 10 
r.f. field, H1 • 0.2 miligauss, 
T1 = O. 770 sec,, 




T2 was.calculated to be 23.6 msec., the same value as had been previous-
ly calculated. Thus, the saturation factor must be considerably smaller 
than 1, which is actually the case. The saturation factor is calcuiated 
to be 5.29 x 10-3 or 0.00529, a pure number. 
Comparing this r2 value with other values obtained previously for 
beef round it is seen that the 23.6 msec, from the absorption curve 
s closely approximates T2 values found, 
Before a conclusion is rea~hed, some data which adds confusion is 
submittetl,, 0 T2 measurements at 14,000 gauss and 26 C were also made on 
the spin-echo apparatus. These data are displayed in Figures 21a and 
2lb. The figures show that the decay of the transverse component of the· 
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magnetization, is nearly exponential, but there is a slight curvature. 
It is not understood why the signal from the spin~echo apparatus is non-
exponential while the signal from the A-60 is Lorentzian. 
Applying the "best fit" technique to analyze the spin-echo data, 
the following sets of numbers were obtained: 
For Figure 23a, f1 • 0.680 
For Figure 23b, £1 • 0.595 
1T = 79 msec. 
2 
f • 0.320 s 
f = 0.405 
s 
The relaxation times for each figure are comparable, but the fractions 
of signal contributions deviate by abo1,1t 15% from Figure 2la to Figure 
2lb. The fitting proced4re can probably be blamed for the discrepency. 
Regardless of the deviations in the f1 values, the values obtained 
for 1T2 and sT2 (at 14,000 gauss) are approximately equal to the values 
measured in the earth's field (~0.5 gauss) using the EFP apparatus. 
This somewhat impressive result indicates that T2 is independent of the 
field and agrees with the Bratton, Hopkins, and Weinberg model (5) for 
the T2 relaxa~ion (refer to Chapter I). 
Human Arm Experiments 
Hope for explaining the data from human arms measurements has some-
what dwindled since the project was first begun. The reason for this 
is that the human arm system is so much more complex than, the beef 
round sample which has been stuqied. Data for the much simpler system, 
beef round, cannot be explained with much consistency. 
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The measurements of human arms were made with objectives in mind: 
1) To confirm Ligon's observation of the non-exponential properties 
of the signal, 
2) To obtain values of the fitting para'!lleters for human forearms, 
3) To determine the variance of these parameters from person to 
person, and 
4) To compare the values obtained with the values of the para-
meters previously found by Ligon and the discussed beef measurements. 
Possibly a general description of the forearms of.subjects #1 and 
#9 is in order before the T1 data for them is discussed. Subject #1 is 
a female, 20 years of age. Her muscle tone is thought to probably be. 
representative for females of her age; although her forearm would be 
considered somewhat fattier than an average 20 year old male's forearm. 
Generally speaking, it is inherent that women have somewhat fattier tis-
sue than men of the same age group. Subject #9 is a male, 20 years of 
age. His fore1;1rms were extremely hard and well-muscled, though they 
were not large. 
The fitting parameters found from the T1 field dependence measure-
ments for subjects #1 and #9, Figures 22 and 23 and Tables VIII and IX, 
roughly show the same characteristics. 1T1 and sT1 increase slightly 
with an increase in the field. f1 seems to be fairly constant for sub-
ject #9 at a point somewhat above the value 0.5; for subject #1, f 1 has 
a greater amount.of scatter, but it, too, has an average value of about 
0.5. This value of 0.5 is just the value Ligon (4) found. But we know 
fl has no direct correlation with a single anatomical component as 
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approximately that obtain,ed for beef ·round, and the T1 values from the 
forearms are included within the range of values found for beef·round 
and fat. 
TABLE ·VIII. 

































































The data obtained by the T2 measurements are shown by the graphs 
of log M(t) vs decay time in Figures 24 throu~h 26, Table Xis a com-
1 s pilation of T2, T2, and f1 values for all the subjects. The sex of 
the subject is also indicated. 1 s It ;l.s.seen that the T2 and T2 values 
are all approximately the same from person to person, with no distin-
guishable differences.of values for male subjects when compared to those 
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TABLE IX 
FITTING PARAMETER VALUES FOR SUBJECT I/CJ. 
Field 1 ST fl f. Tl 1 s 
(ga\!.s.s) · (msec) (~sec) 
383 365 120 0.509 0.491 
266 360 120 0.490 0.510 
115 238 78 0.557 0.443 
65 268 75 0.468 0.532 
28 230 85 0.493 0.507 
14 195 42 0.519 0.481 ' 
6.5 183 47 0.599 0.401 
4 192 56 0.566 0.434 
2 215 63 0.525 0.475 
1 165 26 0.594. 0.406 
T2 Measurement~@~· 





. T2' fi VA,Lµ:f;S FROM 'l'HE HUMAN ABM MEASUREMENTS 
StJbject Sex .. l'r ' fl 2· T2 
Iii F 137 26 0.295 
112 F 124 37 0.364 
(13 F 161 34 0.195 
/1.4 M 170 34 0.243 
1/5 F 142 ,, 34 0.320 
116 M 130 31 0.217 
117 F 157 38 0.315 
118 F 180 43 0.282 
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However, the f1 val1,1.es do seem to.show soine.correlat:Lon with the· 
characteristics of the subj~ct. The·f1 values for males ate all lower. 
than the fl values for females, except for one~ subjei;t 113. Subject 113 
is a very thin person and it·could very well be that she is less fatty 
than the,average female in this age group. A very good reason for th:i,s 
correlation of the ·£1 values to .the sex of the subject is.that. in 
general, females have a heavier layer.of adipose tissues.than.do males; 
and, thus it can be reasoned that f1 values for males would be S'll18ller. 
This can prol;)ably be s~en by the:follow:l.ng hypothetical·illustra--
t;ion. Let the T2 decay signal from muscle be, 
M(t) -t/150 • Le + -t/35 · Se , 
and from fat be; 
where 
M(t) • Fe-t/BO. 
L = the amount of signal.contributed by the long relaxation time 
comp9nent of ·muscle •. 
S = the amo',lnt,of :signal.contributed 'by the shott·relaxation time 
component of ·muscle. 
F · • · the amount. of signal· contr.ibuted by the protons of ·fat. 
Thus, the actual signal observed is, 
M(t) = Le-t/150 + Se-t/35 + Fe-t/80 
Fitting this shape with the.sum of two exponentials, the f1 value will 
be greater.: than. it was for · the pure muscle sample, and if the, signal 
frol!l fat becomes.larger, f1 will increase accordingly. This can.be 
shown graphically, 
Other Experiments 
A few other ~xperiments are reported in this section3, These ex-
periments were performed just as a matter of curiosity Jn()re than any-
thing else. 
Some measurements were ta~en on ~amples of chicken breasts and. 
thighs. The data is.presented in Figures 27a, 27b, and 27c. The·T 2 
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graphs.for chicken thighs are seen to be expt;>nential for two.tempera-
tures• s0 c and ambient temperatures (Fl:j 2s0 c). The -values of T2 for 
chicken thigh~ are seen to be within the same range of·values.obtained 
for beef round. The·graph of the T2 data.at s0 c from the.chic~en 
breasts is non-.exponential, The relaxation times· 1T2 • 40 msec. an4 
sT2 • 10.S msec. are much shorter than those obtained for any of the 
other experiments previously discussed. The fi value pf O.Olij is much 
smaller than any £1 value obtained previously; it. is about one-tenth as 
large as that for lean beef. 
T2 experiments were also performed.on samples from two.varieties 
of fisli:· Sun Fish and.Blue G:i,11. These.fish were.gutted and Jcaled 
before measurements were made. The data from these experiments is pre-
3 ' 
Experi~ents tnuch l·ike these in. this section ax-e repprted b:y J. A, 
Jackson and W. H, Langham(;!.). These workers use low: fiel,d equ;J.pment, 
as we do, but they b,ase an interpretation of the phenomenon upon. the 
shape of the first derivative of the aQsorptioll ;at;:her than the relaxa-
tion of. the proton signal. 
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sented in.Figures 28a and 28b. The graph for the data obtained from the 
Sun Fish is seen to be exponential with a T2 value of 59 msec. The 
graph fo: the Blue Gill is non-exponential with values of the fitting 
parameters.· comparing very well with those· for bee;f round. 
T1 and T2 measurements were made on a sample of chicken eggs. The 
eggs were put in a sample container with their yolks unbroken. The 
graphs of the.T1 data and the T2 data displayed by Figures 29a and 29b, 
are both seen to be exponential over.a fairly large.range of polarizing 
and decay times. The '1'2 value of 195 msec. is somewhat larger than that 
normally seen for the other kinds of samples treated. 
The next set of,experime'!lts was to investigate.the differences of. 
the graphs of the data and the fitting para~eters obtained from the 
graphs for chunks of beef round, ground beef round, and emulsified beef 
round. The results of the data are given by Figures 30 and 31. For 
the T2 measurements, the f;f.tting par.ameter values for the chunks com-
pared to the groqnd sample ax:e approximately the same. However, the 
1 . 
T2 value for the.emulsified sample.is about 20 msec;:. shc;,rter than those' 
value,.obtainec;l ~or the ground.and chunks samples. 
Something unusual was seen for the T1 data plots. The·graph for 
the chunks sample is non~exponential while the,graphs for the ground 
and emulsifi.ed samples are exponential. The overall relaxation rate 
for all th.ree samples, however, is approximately the same. · 
The last·experime'!lts were to .examine the effects of heating a sam-
. 0 
ple of beef round for a period of 30 min. @ 70 c. T1 and T2 measurements 
were made before and after.the sample had been heated, with the sample 
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is known that most of the water which is·not.hydrated to the proteins 
can be freed by this method (9). The·results of the experiments are 
shown.graphically by Figures 32 and 33. Figure 32 is the T1 data for 
both the before and aher states of the sample; and, likewise, Figure 
35 is the T2 data for both.states of the beef sample, Simplyput, the 
change seen for both graphs is.the immense increase of the relaxation 
times after the sample.has been heated. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS · 
From the hypothesis by T. Ligon (4) that the sum of two exponen-
tials describes the signal observed from human.arms, one.component cor~ 
responding to the fat tissue and the other to the muscle, arose the.idea 
that possibly by making a survey 11tudy.of a simpler system, such as 
'beef round, some ideas could. bli!I found to help e~plain the human arm 
data. However, the observations on beef round, and likewise for beef 
liver and fat. were not found to be simple~ · · .. 
Continuing to use the sum of two exponentials model to fit the 
data. even thoU:gh the. clarity regarding the nature of the·coinponents was 
missing, values tor the fitting parameters were obtained. So111etimes the 
T1 measurements yielded exponential graphs of. the log ± [M= - M(ttl 
versus.polar:Li:f,ng time; iand sometimes the data graphed as non-exponen-
tials. This seemed to occur only at fields of from 200 to 500 ga}lss •. 
Nevertheless, it was seen from.these measurements that 1'igon's hypothe-
sis wae wrong because, in some cases, the graphs.obtained from each fat 
and muscle.tissue, were shown .. to be.non-exponential. Also, this deter-
mination challenges Bratton, Hopkins, and Weinberg's model for the re-
laxation; their model will only explain exponentials. 
The sepal,'ation experiments, coupled with the res'!llts from the aging 
experiments and the analysis of.the "best fit" method in Appendix.B~ 
were probably the experiments which showed the most promise for the eum· 
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of two· exponentials model. It will be recailed that the aging experi-
ments showed the relaxation times increased with the aging of.the sample, 
Appendix B showed. that even if the signal is actually the sum of two. 
exponentials, the relaxation times. obtained.· using it will always be shor- . 
ter than the true values. The comparison of the solid and liquid se-
paration sample's field dependence curves with the corresponding plots 
l s 1 · of T1 T1 , T1, T2, and T2 vs ,J3for the previously unseparated beef 
round sample was .v~ry favorable when ailowing for the aging of the sam ... 
ple.and the errors.caused by the fitting technique. At this point the 
model, consisting of the sum of two exponentials, seemed fairly good 
except there still remained-the problem of determining the nature.of the 
two.components of the signal~ However, this certainly would not explain 
the ·errati.c exponential behavior seen . for the beef round sample 
It was questioned if perhaps fl varied with the field. If fl 
does vary with the field strength in such a way that at high fields 
f1 fs• then this would explain why the exponential is seen.for the T1 
measurement at high. fields on the · spin-echo equipment. B\,lt, for al_l of 
the ·field dependence. measurements on the EFP app4ratus, there waj ~~ 
clearly seen, orderly dependence of f1 on B. At best, for the measure-
ments using the EFP apparatus, ~he value of £1 was estimated from the 
scattered values to be constant at the vall.ie 0.5, The fl ~alues for 
. . 
T2 measureme~ts from the sp;in-echo and EFP apparatus show ano_ther anom-
. .. . . 
olr, The·f1 value from the two spin-echo measurements was seen to be 
about 0~6 and for the numerous .EFP measurements it is fairly well de-
fined.to be.the value of 0.16. Thus, it would seem, in contrast to the 
Ti measurements, that this wo'4,ld show a.field depend ... nce for the £1 
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parameter. 
The- fact that the. fitting parameters obtained from the. EFP T2. 
"1].easurements were so repeatable enhanced the.feeling that the sum of two 
exponential,s is.the model to use. It is also n<:>ted, as also mentioned 
by Ligon, that muscle tissue nominally has 80% of it.a water. in intra-
cellular fluid and 20% in extracellular fluids. These numbers so close-
ly resemble.the f;rac;tions of the signal components, that it was certain-
ly thought.that·intracellular and extracellular water are, the contri-. 
butors·to .the signal. They should be contributors. And, in the.feeling 
of the.author, they should be the Ul$jor contributors. 
A very appealing idea comes from a.paper by H.J. c. Berendsen and 
C. Migchelsen (10); The article.explains thi!it water assumes an ordered 
structure near protein surfaces, and that water molecules ac;l}lere to each 
other and protein molecules in suc;h a way so as to form a chain in the 
fiber direction of · the protein·~ Becat,1se of this "ordering" of the pro- . 
tons• the.• protons have· certain rotation,s which are hindered. . l'he effect 
of "ordering" and the hindered.rotations.causes the signal shape. (the· 
first derivative of the.absorption) to·vary with the direction,of the 
fieldrelative tothe fiber.direction. 
Information given the author by Dr. v. L. Pollak states,that the 
anisotropy effect described by 'Berei,.dsen, and Migchelson has been in-
vestigated at Case-Western Researve University·using frog muscle and 
· collagen. . For the frog muscle .. no anhotropy .effect was observed, where-
as fot. the. collagen anisotropy was observed in agreement .with l3erendsen 
. ·. . J,O 
and Migchelsen's observations • 
The· above idea app-lied to our data_ would explain why -.exponential 
signa:is·are obtained in some cases.whereas in other, non-exponentials 
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are .seen. That :Ls, for the specific comparison .. of the spin-echo T2 data.· 
to the A-60 data. the.fibers in.the sample tubes had, to a large extent, 
a particular orientation. This orientation was .such.that the field made 
the.proper angle with the fiber· orientation ·to obtain a Lorentzian line 
shape, indicative of a.single exponential.· And for the spin-echo sample 
the. sample cored just-happened to have.its fibers oriented at a somewhat· 
different angle to the equipment '·s. f:l,eld and this yielded a signal for 
the·T2 decay which was slightly non-exponential. These arg1,1ments can. 
be extended to.the T1 measurements on the EFP apparatus. 
However, the T2 meas1,1rements at low fields .seem insensitive to the. 
above hypothe15is •. These troublesome data.are certainly.difficult to 
explain~ but·it.is believed that, overall, this explanation relating the 
orientation of the fibers.to the signal shape is better than any of the 
others. 
Because the sum of two exponentials.model doesn't seem to give re-
sults which show definite, ;ealistic. trends for the fitting parameters 
involved, a.model for,the signal shape is proposed whic,:h is the sum of 
three exponentials. The three contributing components of this model 
. . 
are the .extracellular water, the intracellular water, and, as discussed . 
above, the water hydrated onto the proteins. It is noted that Berendsen . 
. and Migchelsen (10) used, the. sum of three Lorentzians to analyze. their 
data. However, they do not give t;he reasons for their using the sum of. 
three l,.orentzians.and it is assumed that the components of the signal 
are as described jteviously. 
There.is a feeling that if;the validity of the model proposed, or 
any models, is·to be.really tested, two.things must be,done: 
l) A larger·diameter coi;i with a higher Q value needs t9 be.built 
87 
for the EFP equipment. This would greatly increase the acc~racy of the 
data by being able to obtain a larger signal. 
2) The fitting parameters for the model used need to be found by 
a computer.fit of the dat;a. 
With these two innovations, and with additional measurements, it 
should be possible to obtain more reliable data. Moreover, the data 
acquired could be more accurately compared with a model especially if. 
the data could.be fitted by computer method~. 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
APPENDIX A 
BEST FIT ANALYSIS. METHOD FOR FITTING THE SUM OF 
TWO EXPONENTIALS TO A NON-EXPONENTIAL .CURVE1 
The forms for the sum of two exponentials which are .. possible are: 
for the T2 decay, 
A.l) M(t) 
and for the T1 relaxation, 
A.2) 
1 s 
-t l T1 -t I T1 
• L e P + S e P 
. l . 1 
The definitions of .the symbols in equation A.l are: 
M(t) • the transverse component of the relaxing magnitization, 
1T2 .. the longer of the two transverse relaxation times, 
8 T2 • the shorter of the two transverse relaxation times, 
12 • the initial value of the magnitization component corres-
1 ponding to T2, 
s2 =· the initial value of the magnetization component corres-
s ponding to T2• 
The definitions of the symbols it). eq1,1ation A.2 are: 
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Meo • the Curie val~e of the magnetization component parallel to 
the polarizing field, 
M(t) • the component of the rela:dng magnetization parallel to the 
polarizing field, 
1T1 • the longer of the two longitudinal relaxation times, 
ST 
1 
.. the shorter of the two longitudinal relaxation times, 
Ll • the Curie value of the magnetization component correspond-
:lng 1 to T1 . 
s1 . = the Curie value of the magnetization component correspond-
Each of the equations, A.land A.2, will now be normalized. Thus, 
equation A.l becomes: 
where 
• M (t) 
n 
f s 
The equation A,2 becomes: 
A,4) 
± [ Meo - M(t)] 
Ll + Sl 
• 





The·problem now isto determine graphically the four parameters 
wh:1,ch occur for each possible form. lt may help to looltat Figure 34 as 
the method ;ls explained to help visu,1;L2:e the·· mechanics of the technique •. 
The initial trial is made by attempting to draw a line asymptoti-
cally to the."tail" portion of the curve; the "tailll bei,:i$ that portion 
of the graph .for which the signal i$ small. This straight line is then 
subtractec;l from the,data curve. If .the .technique is performed correctly. 
. . . 
the line which emerges from the subtraction should also. be 13traight, as. 
is·seen from Figure 34. 
Usually the first attempt will not yield the second line as 
straight, so the process is repeated by adjusting the "tail" line ac .. 
cording to its placing an,d its slope until the "subtracted line" becomes. 
straight, Whe!l this .occux-s, the slopes of the two lines correspond to 
the relaxation times .. of the two components and the extrapolations of . the 
line t.• O yield$ .the relative amounts of signal from each of the com-
ponents, 
Witho1,1t proof, 3,.t ,is thought.that the relaxation times are found 
with more pre~ision than the fractional values of the signal components. 
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95. 
for this analysis becau113e the "tail" portion is so well defined. How-
ever, for most of the data obtained the ''tail" :;ls still curving or not 
accurately.determined because.of the scat;er of points. Thi$ adds more 
difficulty to the method and certainly more error to the results. 
APPENDIX B 
STUDY OF THE·GRAPHICAL "BEST FIT" METHOD OF ANAl.,YSIS 
To determine what sort of errors in the fitting parameters (f1,fs' 
method to the. data, the following simple method was used: A curve which 
is actually the sum of two e~ponentia~s was constructed from a set of 
known values for·the fitting parameters, then the "bestfi,t" method was· 
appl~ed to determine them. 
1 s The values of T1 and T1 .. used in constructing the "known para-
meters" equations.are ones which cort'espond somewhat to values which had 
been obtained for pa:i;ticular fields. In most cases, £1 • 0.6 and fs = 
0.4 were used, 
A tlibulation of the resul,ts are given in Table XI. The general 
trends shown by this analysis are: 
1) 1T1 and ST1 obtained graphically are found to be always shorter 
1 than the known values, with the T1 value slightly more accurate; 
2) fL ;Ls, generally, determined graphically to be la:tger than the 
known value (and thus f 8 is SlJ!aller.) In the one instance.in whie4 fL 
determined graphically was not greater than the known ft value, the two 




EFFECTS OF BEST FIT ANALYSIS 
Difference Between Values 
Values of Parameters Found By (Known Minus Found) 
Known Parameters Best Fit Methc;>d % Deviation 
lT = 
1 370 345 + 30 8.1 
s 
Tl "" 125 115 + 10 8.0 
f = 1 0.35 0.42 - 0.07 20 
lT .. 
1 240 182 + 58 24.2 
ST = 
1 68 49 + 19 28.0 
f ... 
1 
0.6 0.8 - 0.2 33,3 
lT = 
1 
250 191 + 59 23. 6 
ST = 
1 
78 55 + 2~ 29.5 




590 0 0.0 
El -Tl ... 215 205 + 10 4.6 
f2 = 0,6 0.6 0 0.0 
lT = 1 1~0 132 + 18 12.0 
s 
Tl= 42 34 + 8 19,0 
f . = 
2 0.2 0.231 - 0.031 15.5 
APPEND;[X,C 
METHOD FOR CORRELA.TING DATA FROM COtLS #1 AND COILS #2 
Beginn;l.ng with the equationswhich have been hypothesized to cle-
1 scribe the signal observed, 
and. 
where the subscripts Hand L refer, respectively, to a high Q set of, 
coils and a low Q set ot coils, and A and Bare the initial val,ues of 
the t;wo components of the magnetization, it can be seen from Fig~re 35 
that log M(t1)H - log M(ti\ •. l,og C (the index i meaning for any 
value oft, and C is a constant). If this is true, then M(t)H equals· 
CM(t\· In t\lrn, this equation requires that ~/AL • BH/BL • C. 
Thust the constallt C may be evaluated by the ratio Aaf-\· ~ equals 
the' gain of the system (GH) til!les the magnetization of the A component 
of the sample.(~c); then~• Ghc~ Further, ~c is the Curie value 
and is proportional to the magnetizing ;field BH prpduced by the coil 
1The s!'lape of the dgnal is aot1,1ally irrel.evant to the matching 
proced'\,lre. However, the above equations for M(t) were used to make the 
method seem more closely related to the problem of fitting the sum of 
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before the coii current is cut off, i.e., ~c • pBH' where p is the 
constant of proportionality found.from t;he Curie Law. By putting the 
val\ie obtaipec;J.. fpr ~c in. t;he equation fo.r ~· the following equatioi, 
is obtained: 
Performing a similar analysis AL can be fo1,1nd.to be: AL ... pGLBi. 
Thus, the value of C correlating the values obtained by one coil system 
with another can.be calculated: 
c • ~ - a A L 
Unfortunately, the.factor C calculated in this way did not cor-
rectly match 4p the different parts o:I; the decay. The reasons for this 
are not understood. Therefore, another method to calc1,1late the correla..,. 
tion constant was.sought. 
Returning to Figure.35 and noting again that log M(ti)H - log 
M(ti\ = log C; i.e. J M(t)H • CM(t)L. It can also be seen that there is 
an overlapping region for which data · is obtained U$ing both the·. high Q 
and low Q coils. Thu,, C, the correlating f,iator can be obtJined by 
finding the ,:atios of M(t)H to M(t\ fo,: the part;Lculal:' values.oft 
which are tn the.region of .overlap. 
The accuracy of this method is determined by the variance of C's· 
calculated for each of the corresponc;ling points. When the C's were cal-
. cul,ated the variance was found· not to be large. So, this method was 
used to adjust the data. 
APPENDIX D 
METHOD FOR CONSTRUC'IION OF A PROPER SIZED LORENTZIAN LINE SHAPE. 
To constr..;ict the proper •izeq Lorentzian line shape, a scale was 
arbitrarily assigned for the dimensions ·of .. the actual absorption curve. 
This was.performed as seen in Figure 19. The·follQw:l.ng quantities were 
,.\..,. · then measured: 
amplitude at resonance frequenc~ ~ - - - - - - - - - 55.6 
integral amplitude, measured u•ing the same scale as the 
spectra amplit~de- - - ~ - - ... - - ... - - - - - - - - 8l 
w' - w' :l.n the abritrary unit scale at hel,f ma;dmum• - 3 .• 5 
0 
· Now, using the Lorentaian.line .shape,. 
F(w) · = A 
_______ , 
2 B + C(w' ..,. w') 
0 
t;:he pa,rameters A, B, C, and w in·some fonn~ were evaluated using the 
measurements in t;he .preceed:J,ng paragraph. Let F(w) be evaluated at w0 , ... 
the resonance.frequency, 
D.l) · F(w)I .. A/B • H; 
w•w 
0 
This is· the quantity 55.6. 
To eval\late the integral of the curve the U.s:ie shape needs . to be. 




(lD · A/C . 
l • S F(w')dw• • r . · 2 dw. 
·-m B/C + (w' - w') · 
""'ID O 
-~r;r 
• 1T _V rc 
This is the quantity 81. 
Squaring both s~des of .•quation D.2;the equation can be obtained:. 
From this equ~tion and equation D,l an expressio~ for A can b~ found to 
be: 
D.3) • .z2_ 
A ··~-·c ' 2 ' 
rr H 
and thus 
! . r2 . 
C n2H 
A/C may now be calculated fro1;n the mes.sured quan~:l.ties using the above. 
•quation: 
A - '. c 
2 ' 
,' (8l) ,, 11 75 
2 ' • • • ' 
n (55.6) 
From equations :i>.l and D,3 . .-n expression for B ¢a~. be derived to be: . 
. A ( !)2 
B • : H • ni·. C~. 
The quant~.ty ~./C tnay now be calculated form the preceec;ling equation and 
the known quantites as follows: 
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'.B [ 81 ·::i 2 
~ . " . ff (55. 6 U • o. i1s. 
The last;: problem to coneider is the proper scaling of thew units. 
· For simplicitf in notation t;he quantity (w~ ·- w') is redefined to be 8. · 
is then evaluat.ed at the half maximum points l>y the following tech.-
nique. The Lorentzian snap.e evaluated at nalf-maximum .is written.: 
A 
&s· F(w) I • 
B ... ce2 
w' •. w' 
0 
Fro~equat:lon :P,l it is thus seen.thJt: 
A A. 
's - •· ~H "" 
B B + CS.2 
D:L~iding the right si,de of the 11,bove eq1,1ation by C/C the eq',lation . 
~H "". A{C 
B/C·+.92 
can beobtaine4. Thie allows the mathemat:Lcal expressions obta;itled pre"" 
viously for A/C and B/C to be.subst!tuted directly into the equatipn 
.with the following.result: 
2 2 
~H •, . ~I ln H~ . • 
(I/l'TH) 2 + 92 
The above expression solved for e is: 
D.4) · I e I~ ....!. " rtH 
From the equation D.4 and the,knoWJi quanti~ies lel is then cJlculated at 
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the.half~maxim~mpoillt• to.be: 
I e I· 81 (55~6) • 0.464. 
The·erbi~rary scale w's are then pro~erly sealed when multiplied by the 
ratio 
. (w' ... w') @ " max. 
0 
0.464 ·- - • 0.135 • 3,5 
The-_ proper;l.y -scaled Lorent:de,n curve for th, absorption curve 
(Figure 19) has therefore been calcu]..ated to be: 
F(w) - • 11• 75 • where w -. (0.135) w' •. 
o.i1s + w2 
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